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Today in luxury:

Tesla's challenge: Leaving behind the lap of luxury

Tesla is finally making a profit. For the first time, the California-based electric carmaker has posted two quarterly
profits in a row, says NPR.

Click here to read the entire story on NPR

Dolce & Gabbana knockoffs persist in NYC's biggest Chinatown

Dolce & Gabbana's resonance with the Chinese market is not a done deal as far as bootleggers are concerned, says
Women's Wear Daily.

Click here to read the entire story on WWD

Alibaba leads rebound in Chinese ecommerce stocks

Shares of Alibaba and smaller rivals have surged in January, as investors grew more optimistic about online
spending in China, says the Wall Street Journal.

Click here to read the entire story on WSJ

Airbus A380 under threat as Emirates weighs rejigged order: sources

Dubai's Emirates is exploring switching some orders for the world's largest jetliner, the Airbus A380, to the smaller
A350 in a move raising new doubts about the future of Europe's superjumbo, people familiar with the matter said,
says The New York Times.
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Click here to read the entire story on The New York Times
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